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Love is a complex emotion that can be both exhilarating and devastating. It
can drive us to great heights of happiness and plunge us into depths of
despair. In her novel Because Love Him Because of Love, Mahsuda Snaith
explores the many facets of love, from its passionate beginnings to its often
messy and heartbreaking end.
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The novel tells the story of a young woman named Zara, who is forced to
marry a man she doesn't love in order to save her family from financial ruin.
Despite her initial reluctance, Zara eventually falls deeply in love with her
husband, Tariq. However, their happiness is short-lived, as Tariq is killed in
a car accident just a few months after their wedding.

Zara is devastated by Tariq's death, and she struggles to find meaning in
her life without him. She eventually remarries, but her second marriage is
unhappy and ends in divorce. Zara is left feeling lost and alone, until she
meets a man named Amir. Amir is everything that Tariq was not: he is kind,
compassionate, and understanding. Zara slowly begins to fall in love with
Amir, but she is afraid to give her heart to him, fearing that she will be hurt
again.

Characters

Zara: The protagonist of the novel, Zara is a complex and sympathetic
character. She is strong and independent, but she is also vulnerable and
insecure. Zara's journey is one of self-discovery and healing. She learns to
love herself and others, and she finds the strength to move on from her
past.

Tariq: Zara's first husband, Tariq is a kind and loving man. He is the perfect
husband for Zara, and she is devastated by his death. Tariq's death is a
turning point in the novel, and it forces Zara to confront her own mortality
and the fragility of life.

Amir: Zara's second husband, Amir is the opposite of Tariq. He is kind,
compassionate, and understanding. Zara slowly begins to fall in love with



Amir, but she is afraid to give her heart to him, fearing that she will be hurt
again.

Themes

Love: Love is the central theme of the novel. Snaith explores the many
different facets of love, from its passionate beginnings to its often messy
and heartbreaking end. The novel shows that love can be both a source of
great happiness and great pain, but it is ultimately worth the risk.

Loss: Loss is another major theme of the novel. Zara experiences the loss
of her first husband, Tariq, and her second marriage ends in divorce. Zara's
experiences with loss force her to confront her own mortality and the
fragility of life.

Identity: Identity is a third major theme of the novel. Zara is forced to
confront her own identity after the death of her first husband. She begins to
question who she is and what she wants out of life. Zara's journey is one of
self-discovery and healing. She learns to love herself and others, and she
finds the strength to move on from her past.

Author

Mahsuda Snaith is an Afghan-American author who was born in Kabul,
Afghanistan. She is the author of three novels, including Because Love Him
Because of Love. Snaith's writing has been praised for its honesty, its
emotional depth, and its insightful exploration of cultural and social issues.

Because Love Him Because of Love is a moving and thought-provoking
novel that explores the complex emotions and cultural nuances of love,
loyalty, and betrayal. Snaith's writing is honest and insightful, and she



creates characters that are both relatable and unforgettable. The novel is a
must-read for anyone who has ever loved and lost.
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